
Meet me on East Terrace
Creative seating design

Artist Team:  
Monica Prichard & Sarah Boese
Our design of an abstract quirky fish seat is inspired by the ‘Stunned Mullet’ fish & chips 
shop name. Within the design we took into consideration points made at the business owners 
meeting. The design reflects the enthusiasm in the meeting for a sea theme with a playful twist. 
It also aims to use the floor mural to connect the seat to the other businesses. 
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In the meeting it was mentioned that the site of the seat �oods regularly. The sites ground surface texture
 also means a mural on it would wear away quickly, even with specialty road paints. 
We decided to increase the longevity of the �oor mural to focus majority of it on the footpath instead. 
With the mural being on the footpath we used it as an opportunity to extend it down to link to the other businesses. 

In the meeting it was mentioned that the site of the seat floods regularly. The sites ground surface texture also means a mural on it 
would wear away quickly, even with specialty road paints. We decided to increase the longevity of the floor mural to focus majority 
of it on the footpath instead. With the mural being on the footpath we used it as an opportunity to extend it down to link to the other 
businesses.
Given we extended the floor mural and incorporated lighting we did not design planter boxes into the design. However, there is still 
locations that bought planters could be positioned to add to the space. 
Colours depicted in images are subject to change for the final design. We are happy to discuss the change or addition of certain colour 
preferences.
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Plan

The fish seat shape is swimming in a semi-circle shape to create 
a semi-circle seating for one too four people. 



Perspective
*Note : Solar Powered LED waterproof strip lighting is attached to the underside of the seat. The lighting creates an 
atmospheric glow under the seat at night.



The way the seat is design it can either be made from all metal or marine plywood form with metal 
bracing structure. Each option allows different finishes. 
On a metal seat the imagery will be painted. Whereas on a marine plywood seat there can be the 
addition of tiling as well as paint. Specifically, fish scale tiles. 
Both have different budget considerations.  

Example:  
Fish scale tiles 


